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CC

Natures Wood 
Rectangular 

Fire Pit

Product Description: This firepit coffee table blends modern
simplicity with natural beauty. Inspired and created from
nature, this table features “faux wood” cast aluminum slat base
that mimics the look of real wood but is molded with heavy-
duty cast aluminum. What makes this table extraordinarily
unique is that the base was molded directly from real wood
planks to create a look unlike any other. The beauty of natural
wood mixed with the durability of cast aluminum makes this
table a lifetime piece that is built to stand the test of time.

This table can be one solid paint finish or customized with a
two-tone paint option between the top and the base.

Operational/Functional Aspects: This is a 65,000 BTU Liquid
Propane firepit with match light ignition. Natural Gas
Conversion Available. LP tank stows within a slide out drawer.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Any stocked Castelle finish

Product Dimensions:
Depth: 26”
Width: 60” 
Height: 18” 

Weight: 165.5 lbs.
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Bellino
Fire PitProduct Description: The Round Bellino Fire Pit is

constructed of a powder coated aluminum frame with a
smooth finish that resembles concrete.

Operational/Functional Aspects: The Round Bellino Fire
Pit, with an offset, adjustable burner combines the best of
both worlds. Making it possible to either warm those that
gather around it or simply provide cozy lighting for a
relaxing evening, the Bellino’s smooth concrete finish is
fashion and function at its best!

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Concrete.  

Product Dimensions:
Depth: 42”
Width: 42” 
Height: 20” 

Weight: 95 lbs.

Designer:
Kai Ebel
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Zion Patio Heater
Product Description: The Zion patio heater represents a brand-
new technology for outdoor patio heaters. Foremost’s
exclusive and patented design features full flame visibility for
ambiance while boasting a powerful 41,000 BTU of heat
output. The tempered glass double walled surround provides
a safety barrier meeting all CSA standards and is fully
certified. The base is made of Foremost’s proprietary
Terrafab® and will be available in many different textures and
finishes, casted to perfectly replicate many natural materials
such as woods and stones.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Comes complete with both 4
stationary feet pus 4 casters for easy portability; safety pilot
with push button igniter; 41,000 BTU heat output; CSA
certification

Colors of Finishes Available: 

Product Dimensions:
Width: 16”
Depth: 16”
Height: 56”

Weight: 93.5 lbs.
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Darien Gas Fire 
Pit Table

Product Description: The Darien Gas Fir Table with an
aluminum top is a modern solution for making your outdoor
room cozy. The industrial aluminum top complements the
durable, elegant, Grade-A teak base.

Operational/Functional Aspects: The Crystal Fire Plus burner is
a UL-certified burner that brings a glow to the Darien Gas Fire
Table. The table is perfect for large or small outdoor rooms.
The Darien brings metal and teak wood together to create a
beautiful focal point to complement many styles of outdoor
furniture. Prefer a concrete look? The Darien is available with
our concrete stone grey top.

Colors of Finishes Available: Teak wood base with two options 
for tops – grey powder-coated aluminum or Everblen top.

Product Dimensions:
Width: 41”
Depth: 30”
Height: 23”

Weight: 57 lbs.
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Outdoor 
Fireplace with 
Freestanding

Hearth

Product Description: Experience the first of its kind, Plank and
Hide's freestanding outdoor fireplace collection. Available in
multiple sizes and a variety of finish options, this outdoor
certified, all-weather fireplace design sits on a full hearth base
and accommodates use with propane or natural gas. The
linear or standard options are perfect for heating any outdoor
living space.

Operational/Functional Aspects: 304-C stainless burner
components, CSA approved, glass media is included. 25,000
BTUs. Remote Control Option

Colors of Finishes Available: Wenge, Whitewash, Black Iron, 
Concrete and Driftwood

Product Dimensions:
60” x 28” x 50”
48” x 28” x 50
Linear available at 76”

Weight: 250 lbs.
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Propane Patio 
Heater

Product Description: This unit has clean contemporary lines and will match perfectly our
extensive line of Marine Grade Polymer/Aluminum Furniture. The rugged aluminum base is built
like our popular fire tables and securely holds a 20-lb propane tank. Marine Grade Polymer side
panels and top complete the base. An extra heavy wall powder coated aluminum post rises
up to support a 46,000 BTU stainless steel patio heater, with a 32” diameter aluminum heat
deflector. Variable valve allows you to adjust the amount of heat for best comfort.

Operational/Functional Aspects: This revolutionary design solves an age-old problem. “Free-
standing only” patio heaters used near tables, which causes some people to be close, but with
heat at the back of their head, while others are facing the heater, but are too far away. Our
exclusive small diameter (but heavy wall) post will pass through the umbrella holes of a wide
range of our popular tables, allowing the heater to be centered in the table and heating
everyone evenly. This item is designed to be used equally well with dining, balcony, or bar
height tables. Of course, when in a table, there is also no chance that the heater can be
blown over. When using our patio heater as free-standing, integrated wheels make it easy to
move around. The 20” square base provides stability along with the substantial weight of the
unit. With an empty propane tank, this unit weighs a substantial 70 pounds. With a full tank it is
90 pounds. For windy locations, you can buy up to three sets of add-on weights, bringing the
weight up to a sturdy 120 pounds. And as an added bonus, the post and burner assembly can
be easily removed (no tools required), and safely stored away during inclement weather. An
included flush mount hole plug, then makes the base into an attractive and useable end table.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Frame (including post): 10 Powder coat aluminum/marine grade polymer colors. 
Heater: Stainless Steel
Deflector: Aluminum

Product Dimensions:
Height: 90”
Top Heat Deflector: 32” 
diameter
Base: 20” square

Weight: 55 - 120 lbs.

Designer:
Telescope Design Team
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Merge Dining 
Table with Fire Pit

Product Description: The Merge rectangular fire table features
a unique, interwoven geometric pattern cast into a solid
aluminum top. Standing tall, this charming fire table features a
premium powder-coat finish, match lit stainless steel burner and
provides an elegant, adjustable control valve with sparkling
clear fire glass media. The base features a hinged door for easy
access to an LP gas tank installed upright underneath. While
being designed to pair with Winston’s new Aspen and Stanford
collections, this fire table will also work well with other styles
from traditional to modern. The Merge fire table series will be
available in multiple sizes and finish options.

Operational/Functional Aspects: 60,000 BTUs, Hinged tank
access door with latch, LP Gas fuel, Match light, Adjustable
flame, Includes clear fire glass

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Coastal Mist, Night, Textured Pewter and Weathered Teak

Product Dimensions:
Width: 51”
Depth: 32”
Height: 22.5”

Weight: 135 lbs.

Designer:
Curtis Bulleman
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